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MIRA in Space!
See article, p. 4. United Launch Alliance image.
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MIRA Seeks New Librarian
“The Sun Workstation, initiated through the

foresight of Pete Hoover…”

Herbert (Pete) Hoover III died on February 4th of  this
year.  Pete was an early supporter of  the improbable but
fragile dream of a crew of young astronomers to start their
own observatory dedicated to research and education in
astronomy.  His engineering background let him focus on
support of the construction of the main instruments, including
the primary MIRA spectrograph, during the early days.  His
touring motorcycle brought him to Monterey to visit our
1970s-1980s facilities on Major Sherman Lane.

The above quote is from the acknowledgement section of
the Weaver and Jones journal paper on a complete catalog of
far-infrared satellite measurements of  very young stars.  The
work for this paper, which is the most cited paper in MIRA
history, was done primarily on the Sun Workstation computer,
which Pete immediately recognized as essential to the success
of the research project.  This was not the only time he and his
foundation, the Margaret and Herbert Hoover, Jr. Foundation,
were acknowledged as critical supporters of early MIRA
research.

But as much as his financial support, his encouragement
that what we dreamed was possible and viable was great
emotional support in our early years.  We will miss him as will
the many who benefited so greatly from knowing him.

MIRA has one of the most complete astronomical
libraries in California.  With some journals dating back to
the 19th century, and, more importantly, a complete set of
the major modern journals and books, the Priscilla Bok
Library and Elma Ross Library are great resources for
research and education in astronomy and astrophysics.

In classic MIRA fashion, we have depended on volun-
teers to act as our librarians and we have had very few over
the last 39 years.  Ansley Hill started her tenure as our first
librarian in 1980.  As MIRA moved from our Monterey
offices to the Richard Hamming Center in Marina in 1997,
Clasina Shane transitioned into the job and has been serving
as the librarian in outstanding fashion until now.  Under her
watchful eye, the library has expanded dramatically; it now is
coming close to filling the Elma Ross Library, already an
extension of  the Bok library. She has also taken part in
planning for the expansion of the library once the high bay
buildout has been completed.

Help wanted: Unfortunately, health issues have re-
quired Claas to retire. We now must seek a new volunteer
librarian to take up the reins.  Claas has things so well
organized that we expect this job will only take about four
or five hours a week.  Even so, the library plays a major and
essential role in MIRA’s programs.  Would you like to be the

  Thursday, August 12. Friends’ Perseid Party at the
    Oliver Observing Station. The best meteor shower
    of  the year on a warm, moonless night. There’s a
    rumor of  an especially good show this year.

  Sunday, May 23 2:30pm Free tour of  the Oliver
    Observing Station. Reservations are required: call
    883-1000.

  Sunday, June 27 2:30pm Free tour of  the Oliver
    Observing Station. Reservations are required: call
    883-1000.

Herbert Hoover III
1927-2010Claas Shane

next MIRA librarian?  If  so, please contact Tami or Bruce at
MIRA.

We’ll miss Claas’ weekly visits and the smooth way her
libraries worked.  Hopefully, she’ll still be able to join the
staff  and astronomers for the weekly Tuesday lunch.
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MIRA gratefully acknowledges memberships and gifts for 2009 from individuals,

families, corporations, and foundations.

2009 Associates Circle
($2500 and over)
The Harden Foundation
The Kenneth L. Hess Family
  Charitable Foundation
Gordon Jones
The Ralph Knox Foundation
Nancy Buck Ransom
  Foundation
Bruce & Sandra Weaver

2009 Associates
($1,000-$2,499)
Arthur & Barbara Babcock
Homer Bosserman
Jim Eagle
Richard Gray
Monterey Peninsula
  Volunteer Services
The Pebble Beach Company
  Foundation
Eugene Salamin
The Silicon Valley
  Community Foundation
Whitney & Clasina Shane
Warren Yogi

2009 Patrons
($500-$999)
Dr. Terry Alfriend
Roy Dean Hardy
Karen & Gary Love
James McIntosh
Nancy & Russ Walker
The Yellow Brick Road
Laura Zehm

2009 Sustaining
($250-$499)
Craig & Lynne Chester
Lynda Criley
Marion Getz
The Gramespacher family
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Kellogg
Harriet Mitteldorf
Konny Murray
Charles Oostdyk
Janis & Anton Prange
Hazel Ross
Fred Terman
Joe Wible

2009 Sponsors
($100-$249)
Dick Baumgartner &   Liz
   Salzer
Bob Bogardus
Thomas Bohn
David Buckingham
Mr. & Mrs. Rick Butterworth
Ralph Carmichael &
  Lorene Hall
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Chapman
Craig & Theresa Cholar
Carl Christensen &
  JoAnn Novoson
Laura Cohan
Patti Compton
Bobbi Critchley
Mark Curtis
Dale Ditsler
Bruce Doolittle
Stanley Duke
Randall Enger &
  Evelyn Tate
Christopher Fulton
Ron Gaasch
Rod Norden &
  Georgia Houser
Marion Getz
Sherwood Hall
Ruth Hartmann
Tom Kehl
Dennis Mar
Margaret McCrary
Daniel Mathieson &  Liana
  Lingofelt
Gary Mechler
Linda Newton
Anthony Pirera
Liz & Bob Protell
Colin & Hilary Ross
Jean Rowell
Allyn Saroyan
James & Marcia Smullen
Franklin Smyth &
  Patrick Waddell
James & Marcia Smullen
Spectrum Thin Films
Ken & Judy Weaver
Don & Ulli Weaver
Robert Webb

Richard Weiss
Kai Woehler
John & Sandra Zasio
Marsha M. Zelus

2009 Family
($50-$99)
Michael Anderson
Brian & Stephanie Ashurst
Prof. Gene Barnes & Mrs.
  Susan Rautine
David Benner
Anne & Bruce Bloxom
Bob & Karen Brauer
James Brown
Gary Byrd
Theodore & Dana Calhoon
John Calkins &
  M.B. Bocciolesi
Pete Collins
Charles Craddock &
  Margaret Butterfield
William Denholm
Estelle Douglas
Ray Dyck & Brenda
  Aronowitz
Jean Esary
William Falor
Edwin & Wendy Fincke
Sean Flavin
Joe Lee Frank III
Bill & Peri Frantz
Cynthia Hall
Steve Hall
JoAnn & Mark Holbrook
Gary & Leslie Holzhausen
Joe & Liz Houston
Donald Hughes &
  Darcie Fohrman
Tanya Johnson
John Kochis
Chris Kuhlken &
  Barbara Wake
Kenneth Lange
Edgar & Joyce Lehmann
Arthur & Elizabeth McDole
Anthony Metzler
John & Vicki Pearse
Harrison Robinson
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Rosen

Arthur & Elizabeth
   Schoenstadt
Gerard Shea
Dr. & Mrs. Rex Shudde
William & Maria Thompson
Monica Treadway
Mark Trueblood
Cath Valencia
David & Susan Wadleigh
John & Bonnie Whisler

2009 Members
(up to $49)
Christopher Angelos
John Bergez
Ralph & Mariko Bohn
Laura Brisby
John & Alice Carley
Elizabeth Christian
David & Susan Courrejou
Bill Deasy
Casey Dreier
Dennis Dyrud
Ed Fincke
Allen Fuhs
Jeffery Haferman
Joanne Haag
Kaitlyn Huntley
Florence Jensen
Joe & Mary Kames
Jean Lovell
David Maradei
Mary McQuade
Mr. & Mrs. Lee Mellinger
Lloyd Morain
John Mulshine
George Niesen
Briar O’Bryant
Andrea Polanco
Michael Schimpf
Lorraine Schmit
Victor Selby
Laurie Shaffi
Richard Spaulding
Jane Stile
Anthony Taormina
Allen Tegtmeier
Charles Wahle
Philip Walker
Oscar & Marion Wilson
Lee Wininger
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by Dr. Wm. Bruce Weaver
WISE: Launch and First Results

After several delays, the Wide-Field Infrared Survey
Explorer (WISE) was successfully launched in the early
morning hours of  December 14, 2009 from Vandenberg
Air Force Base.  Watching in awe of  their first live rocket
launch were Sandra & Jim Neeland, Tami & Kaitlyn Hunt-
ley, and Bruce Weaver from MIRA.  Everything went
smoothly and, over the next few weeks, the satellite and its
super-cooled telescope checked out perfectly.  The telescope
cover was ejected on 29 December and the first images of
the sky were taken.

MIRA astronomers Drs. Russell Walker and Martin
Cohen, co-investigators on WISE, are now seeing the results
of years of preparation for the mission.  The calibration
team, including Martin Cohen, tweaked the satellite’s perfor-
mance by mid January to better than the mission require-
ments.  Thus, on 14 January 2010, WISE officially started its
whole sky survey.

Russ has been responsible for the detection and prelimi-
nary orbit calculations for near-earth objects (NEOs).  Since
WISE sees them only for a short time, only approximate
orbits can be calculated so it is critical to discover them and
predict their orbits within a few days.  By Valentine’s Day,
several new asteroids – one of which is a potentially
hazardous asteroid to the earth – had been discovered.  By
then, WISE had discovered its first comet as well.

Obviously, we’re pretty excited!  You can keep up with
WISE’s discoveries and events at the WISE web page:
http://wise.ssl.berkeley.edu/.

The Delta rocket was launched from Vandenburg toward
the south. William Ling captured this shot from Tujunga, in
southern California. Used by permission.

1. The rocket ignition
lights up the sky. Images
1-4 are by Tami
Huntley.

2. The Delta rocket
clears the gantry. A
nearby fence post is
silhouetted in the
foreground.

3. The first few
seconds of flight show
a straight flight path.

4. Into the cloud bank.

5. A telephoto image
of the rocket above
the clouds shows the
flame of the boosters
and the main engine.
Image by Bruce
Weaver.
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The “first light” image from the WISE spacecraft, of a star
field in the southern-hemisphere constellation of Carina.

All images on this page are from NASA/JPL-Caltech/
UCLA.

The arrow indicates a faint asteroid Near-Earth Object
(NEO). NEOs are asteroids or comets whose orbit comes
close to the earth’s.  As such, it will be monitored, but it is
not thought to pose a threat to us.

This mosaic shows the Andromeda Galaxy (M31) imaged
in the longest-wavelength detectors of the WISE spacecraft
(12 and 22 microns). It shows dust in the galaxy’s spiral
arms that has been heated by newborn stars.

This is another mosaic showing the Andromeda Galaxy, this
time made from the shortest-wavelength detector onboard
WISE (3.4 microns). At this wavelength, the older stellar
population of  M31 dominates.
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The Spring Sky
by Rod Norden
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The warmer spring evenings are great for observing,
and at the start of  the season, the nights are still long.  May is
the month in which the Milky Way lies all along the horizon
in the early evening, as the North Galactic Pole is high
overhead in Coma Berenices.  This is the season to look for
galaxies with your telescope.  From the Big Dipper south
through Leo and Coma Berenices into Virgo, there are
numerous galaxies within range of a moderate size amateur
telescope.  In fact, I found it difficult to sweep more than a
few degrees with my 18" telescope with 1 degree field of
view without encountering at least one galaxy anywhere in
this region!  Please try this for yourselves with a dark sky.

Fixed Stars

My
favorite spring
naked-eye
object is the
small tight
group of
bright stars
called
Praesepe
(M44), Latin
for “manger”;
it is also
known as the
Beehive
Cluster.
Located in the
constellation
Cancer, the
Crab, very
near the
ecliptic, the
moon and
planets often
pass through
or very near it
as will occur a few times this season.  The cluster’s 10
brightest stars are 7th magnitude or brighter, and there are
10 more that are visible in 10x50 binoculars.  Under very
dark skies, those with excellent vision have been able to
resolve some of these stars without binoculars!  Have any
of you been able to do this?

Being one of the objects easily visible to the naked eye,

this cluster has been known since ancient times.  It was
mentioned by Aratos circa 260 BC, Hipparchus and
Erathosthenes circa 130 BC, and Ptolemy about 150 AD.
In his Almagest it is mentioned as one of seven “nebulae”
and is described as “The Nebulous Mass in the Breast (of
Cancer).”

M44 is closely surrounded by four stars shaped like the
constellation Corvus which to me form the “shell” of  the
crab.  On the eastern edge is a pair of  slightly brighter stars,
gamma and delta Cancri, with very interesting common
names.  The ancient Greeks and Romans saw this “nebula”
as a manger associated with two asses who were eating
from it, Asellus Borealis, the Northern Ass (gamma Cancri)

and Asellus
Australis, the
Southern Ass
(delta Cancri).

Galileo
first resolved
this fuzzy
spot with a
telescope 400
years ago in
1610, and
reported:
“The nebula
called
Praesepe . . .
is not one star
only, but a
mass of
more than 40
small stars.  I
have noticed
30 stars,
besides the
Aselli.”

Messier added it to his catalog in 1769.

The Hipparcos astrometric satellite in the early 1990s
determined that M44 is 577 light years away from earth,
and its age was estimated at about 730 million years.
Current research has confirmed that more than 200 of  the
350 stars in the cluster area are members (by their common
motion).  Some others are foreground or background stars,

Praesepe, or the Beehive Cluster (M44). Image by Tom Bash and John Fox/Adam
Block/NOAO/AURA/NSF
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and others may not yet have been determined.

In the way of interesting trivia, M44 has been the Utah
State Astronomical Object since 1996.  Utah appears to be
the only state with an official astronomical symbol.

Planets

The sun reaches summer solstice on 21 June at 11:28
UT (4:28am PDT), with the sun farthest north of the
celestial equator.  The hours of  darkness begin to increase
again.

Mercury reaches maximum evening elongation from
the sun on 8 April, and gradually moves back towards the
sun.  It reappears in the evening sky in late March, with best
evening views near mid-April close to Venus.  Venus will
remain a few degrees above Mercury for the first half of
April which will help in locating the planet.

Venus will pass within a degree north of  M35 on 21
May and M44 on 20 June, as it spends the period as a very
bright “evening star,” setting more than 2.5 hours after the
sun during May and June.

Mars begins the period with an angular diameter of
only 9" and shrinks from there.  It is too late to see many
surface features, but the planet will pass just a degree north
of M44 on the nights of  16 to 18 April, and it comes close
to Regulus in early June.

Jupiter is moves away from the sun before dawn
through the period. Jupiter passes a few stars with magni-
tudes similar to the Galilean moons near 1 and 20 April.
The planet approaches to within a degree of Uranus during
the first half of June, and is only 1/2 degree away on 8
June.  Jupiter will pass close to Uranus twice more this year.

Saturn reached opposition on 21 March.  May pro-
vides the last chance for many years to see the rings very thin
and tilted less than two degrees.  We will increasingly see a
more open view of  the north side of  Saturn’s rings.  Often
the steadiest images occur after midnight for us along the
coast.

Uranus is in the eastern morning sky slowly getting
farther from the sun.

Neptune is also in the eastern morning sky retaining its
lead as it recedes from the sun.

Pluto reaches opposition on 25 June.  Use your
favorite planetarium software to produce very detailed
finder charts, since the 13.9 magnitude planet is at the
northern edge of M24, the large, very rich star cloud in
Sagittarius.  The Omega Nebula and M18 are a little over a
degree to the north of  Pluto in April and May.

Meteor Showers

There are two major showers during the spring months,
the Lyrids in late April and the Eta Aquarids in early May.
The gibbous moon will set by 2:00am on the morning of
22 April to allow a few hours of good viewing time for the
Lyrids as the radiant is high overhead.  There are typically
from 15 to 25 meteors per hour seen under a good dark
sky, but in 1982 almost four times this number were seen.
Another outburst could occur at any time.  This shower
exhibits fast meteors with up to 25% leaving a visible train,
which is the glowing gas left along their path, fading after a
few seconds.  Unfortunately, the last quarter moon will
obscure all but the brightest Eta Aquarids coming to
maximum on 6 May.

Comets

There are a couple of  comets in the spring sky this year.
Comet C/2009 O2 (Catalina) begins April in Perseus
between magnitude 8 and 9 and it rapidly moves across
Taurus just east of  the Hyades into northern Orion by early
May.  The comet is expected to fade to 10th magnitude and
disappear into the evening twilight.  Comet C/2009 K5
(McNaught) begins April at magnitude 9 near Albireo and
moves rapidly north past Polaris in May as it fades to 10th
magnitude.

Please be aware that overall comet magnitudes are
averaged over the area of the coma and nucleus of the
comet, so comets appear as a slightly fainter smudge on the
sky.  Use as much aperture as possible on these objects.

Eclipses

There will be no eclipses observable from our area
during the quarter.
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*  *  *
The Monterey Institute for Research in Astronomy owns and operates

the Oliver Observing Station under permit from the U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture-Forest Service.

*  *  *
The Monterey Institute for Research in Astronomy owns and operates

the Richard W. Hamming Astronomy Center and the Ralph Knox Shops
through an arrangement with the U.S. Dept. of  Education.
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I would like to become a Friend of MIRA and receive the quarterly
MIRA Newsletter.
Enclosed is my membership donation of $_______________
In addition, I am making a special contribution of ________

$2500 Associates Circle                 $100 Sponsor
$1000 Associate                              $50 Family
$500 Patron                                    $35 Member
$250 Sustaining                               $15 Student
MIRA welcomes cor porate and business members. Contributions

are tax deductible as allowed by law.

Name_________________________________________

Address_______________________________________

City, State, Zip___________________________________

Phone/e-mail____________________________________

Visit our Web site and Field Trips to the Stars:
www.mira.org

E-mail us at mira@mira.org
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Gordon Jones, Chair, Board of Directors
Dr. Wm. Bruce Weaver, Astronomer & Director

Tami Huntley, Administrator
Dr. Arthur Babcock, Astronomer
Dr. Craig Chester, Astronomer
Dr. Martin Cohen, Astronomer

Donna Dulo, Docent
Dr. James Eagle, Docent
Steve Evans, Volunteer
Brian Jacobson, Docent

Gary Love, Physicist
Jim Neeland, Volunteer Systems Administrator

Walter Owen, OOS Caretaker
Claas Shane, Librarian

Dr. Whitney Shane, Astronomer & Charles Hitchcock
Adams Fellow

Dr. Russell Walker, AstronomerWelcome to our new Friends
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Anthony Metzler

John & Vicki Pearse

Cath Valencia
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